By the Laws of the Kingdom of Vandlar and the words of
its guardians herein this document is drawn
In good faith on this day the seventh of the third month of the year of our King 552 as reckoned by
the governing bodies of Vandlar and the holds therein protected and the rights to which they subscribe
and uphold
Such do these lords and leaders undersigned agree to a cessation to hostilities by both parties effective
immediately in the interests of Kingdom and the populations so affected
The following articles pass into the Laws of the Kingdom
immediately and are upheld by all Nobility and knights as well as
all free people who claim citizenship within the Kingdom of
Vandlar. Such proscriptions include:
Article the first- the indigenous tribesman of Vandlar known among both populations and called forthwith in
this document “Barbarians” have an ancestral claim to the land which the Kingdom will recognize in so far as a
right to travel their ancestral lands as dictated by their customs and recorded forthwith in the Records of the
Kingdom as well.
Article the second- regarding jurisdiction of law and custody all lands so subsumed into the whole of the
Kingdom of Vandlar will be subject in their entirety to the laws of Vandlar. Those tribes existing outside of the
Kingdom will have the same freedom as those cities which choose to remain outside of the protection of the
King and Crown. In return Barbarians will be considered as well citizens in their own right and subject to the
same punishments and opportunities should a qualifying condition occur within the jurisdiction of a Noble or
within any town or settlement so established or governed by a representative of the Kingdom.
Article the third- the Barbarians are recognized by the Kingdom as a self governing body in all matters not
directly relating to the Kingdom or which occur within the protected radius of a Kingdom Noble or city. This
protected radius is hereby determined to be for the purposes of this document within five Vandlar miles of the
seat of government for the region as established by the King or his due representative. Further it is understood
that a Noble, city or due representative of the King may offer protection beyond this range though the right to
self government within the tribes shall not be breached unless significant threat to the population of Vandlar or
the interests of the King are made known.
Article the fourth- as a self governing body the Kingdom will respect the rights of the Barbarian tribes and seek
council with the Chiefs of any tribe concerning: legal issues, expansion issues, violations of treaty or any legal,
military or catastrophe situation which may either affect, concern or be caused by the Barbarians.

So witnessed by the hand of the King and the duly
appointed representative of the Barbarian population
as evidenced by the signatures herein

